I. Outdoor and Ride on
Item Description
Pedal walker
Has two balancing pedals and
detachable handrails allowing a child
to move forward by exerting their
own body weight

Benefits
-Improve balance & coordination
-Strengthening
- Handrails can be removed to make it more
challenging

Cost
£1.50

I2

Orange Pedal Walker
Two balancing pedals allowing a child
to move forward by exerting their
own body weight

-Improve balance & coordination
-Strengthening
-More challenging as no hand rails

£1.50

I3

Wheelybug ride on toy

-Improves gross motor coordination
-Develops independence
-Strengthening

£1.50

I4

Large Pogo Stick

-Improve balance & coordination
-Strengthening
- & fun!

£1.00

I5

Balance Rocker Board

-Gross motor skills
-Balance & coordination
-Cause and effect

£1.50

I7

Large Orange Space Hopper

-Gross motor skills
-Balance & coordination
-Strengthening of core muscles

50p
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I8

Item Description
LoLo Ball

Benefits
-Gross motor skills
-Balance & coordination
-Strengthening of core muscles

Cost
£1.00

I9

Baby walker

-Balance
-investigation & interaction
-Encourages early walking skills
-Coordination
Requires batteries

50p

I 10

Peppa pig space hopper

-Gross motor skills
-Balance & coordination
-Strengthening of core muscles

50p

I 11

Didi car
A speedy self-propelled car that’s
enjoyable for all. Simply turning the
wheel left and right moves the
didicar.

-Gross motor skills
-Spatial awareness
-Hand eye coordination

£3.00

I 12

Yellow Scooter Board

Ideal for upper extremity strengthening, movement,
motor planning & vestibular activities. Heavy floor work
such as using scooters can strengthen the hands & wrists
& can have a positive impact on fine motor skills such as
writing & dressing.

£2.00

I 13

Blue Horse Hopper

-Gross motor skills
-Balance & coordination
-Strengthening of core muscles

£2.00
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Item Description
Bilibo
This peculiar looking thingamajig is a
completely open-ended plaything that
stimulates a child's imagination like
nothing you've ever seen

Benefits
-Improves gross motor skills
-Core strengthening
-Great for home therapy sessions

Cost
£1.00

I 15

bObles fish
The tumbling animals can be used to
climb, rock, ride, jump, roll stack,
seesaw and sit on.

-Imaginative play
-Develops gross motor skills
-Good for sensory seekers

£1.50

I 16

bObles Crocodile
The tumbling animals can be used to
climb, rock, ride, jump, roll stack,
seesaw and sit on.

-Imaginative play
-Develops gross motor skills
-Good for sensory seekers

£1.50

I 17

Large
Sensory Peanut Ball
(orange)

-Extra textured surface provides more sensory
feedback.
-May be used for massage.
-Great for sensory seekers to bounce & sit on.

£2.00

I 14

Can also be used for therapy, core
strengthening, balance & coordination

I 18

Large Clear peanut ball

-Extra textured surface provides more sensory
feedback.
-May be used for massage.
-Great for sensory seekers to bounce & sit on.

£2.00

I 19

Multi-coloured stepping stones
Bumpy textured domes with a smooth
base ideal for stepping stone games.

-Improves balance,
-co-ordination and proprioception.
-For more of a challenge, use domes upside down

£1.50
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I 20

Item Description
Tiger Foot-walkers

Benefits
-Balance & coordination
-Core strengthening

Cost
50p

I 21

Red Pull along Wagon

-Encourages outdoor fun
-Good for sensory seekers -pulling & pushing

£2.00

I 22

Blue bObles
DonutIt can be sat on, stood on to
practice balancing, rolled on, bounced
on...

-Helps develop gross motor skills,
-Builds core strength,
-Improves balance

£2.00

I 23

Blue bObles Turtle
-A balance board, a stool, or a
stepping stone.

-Helps develop gross motor skills,
-Builds core strength,
-Improves balance

£1.50

I 24

Tai chi balance board
3 separate maze challenges

-Builds core strength
-Develop balance and motor skills
-Improves coordination.

£2.00

I25

Green bObles Chicken A balance
board, a stepping stone or a baby wedge!

-Helps develop gross motor skills,
-Builds core strength,
-Improves balance

£1.50
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I26

Item Description
Parachute Game

Benefits
Parachute games are great to encourage cooperative,
non-competitive play and to reinforce turn-taking
and sharing

Cost
£1.50

I27

Yoga Balls small

Strengthening,
Improves balance,
Gross motor skills

£1.00

I28

bObles Worm

-Helps develop gross motor skills,
-Builds core strength,
-Improves balance

£1.50

I29

Children's Waders
(shoe size child 7-8)

Encourages outdoor fun without having to worry
about getting dirty or wet. Great for exploring a
childs natural environment.

£1.50

I30

Children's Waders
(shoe size child 10-11)

Encourages outdoor fun without having to worry
about getting dirty or wet. Great for exploring a
childs natural environment.

£1.50

I101

Large Garden Dominoes

Helps with coordination,
Logical thinking, Gross motor skills,
& outdoor fun!

£1.50
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I102

Item Description
Large 4 in a Row

Benefits
Helps with coordination,
Logical thinking, Gross motor skills,
& outdoor fun!

Cost
£1.50

I103

Giant Wooden Tower Blocks

Helps with coordination,
Logical thinking, Gross motor skills,
& outdoor fun!

£1.50

I105

Small Peanut Ball (green)

-Extra textured surface provides more sensory
feedback.
-May be used for massage.
-Great for sensory seekers to bounce & sit on.

£1.50

I106

Large Tarp (4.5m x 3m) and 1,2,3
Where are you?

-Tarp can by used for shelter for Forest School, 100%
waterproof. 1,2,3 Where are you? Children's book
based in a forest. Based on the game offen played at
Forest School.

£1.50

I107

Pop up Tent

Easy put up, can be used indoors or outdoors. Can be
used for quiet den

£1.00

I108

Didi car
A speedy self-propelled car that’s
enjoyable for all. Simply turning the
wheel left and right moves the didicar.

-Gross motor skills
-Spatial awareness
-Hand eye coordination

£3
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I109

Item Description
Rocking Bowl

Benefits
Cost
Designed to fit 2 children in at the same time for social
£2.50
interaction skills and teamwork. Enhances vestibular (£10 Deposit)
development and stimulation, motor coordination skills
and balance.

I 110

SensaTrak roller

Provides children with a variety of motor and sensory
input while challenging their balance. Rhythmic rocking
calms and soothes, while erratic bouncing, rotation,
and shaking can provide the just-right input for some
kids.

£2.00

I111

Stepping Logs

Sturdy, flat-topped stepping logs connected with
adjustable rope. Ribbed platform to prevent slipping.
Children will gain confidence and improve balance.

£2.00

I112

Balance Course

I113

Gonge Roller

I114

Balance Bike

Encourages children to use their creative imagination
£4.50
to design challenging obstacle courses which will
(£30 Deposit)
requires both individual and team skills. Helps develop
motor skills, balance and co-ordination.
Test children's balance and control with a fun and
challenging motor skills activity. Offers progressive
learning, from finding the balancing point, to moving
freely without aid.

£2.00

Larger than the average balance bike. Adapted to have
£2.50
no pedels. Can support in teaching children to ride a (£10 deposit)
bike.

